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Abstract

The coexistence of different complex features in web
hypermedia applications such as information structures,
navigation access mechanisms. and user interface
interaction. raises new issues on the user-centered
modeling approach paradigm. Thus, to provide a clear
structured view of application domain, web designers
must identify and clearly define complex processes
existed in such applications. In this paper, we focus on
conceptual design stage for complex processes in web
hypermedia applications. We introduce a hypermedia
design method called ComT HDM which uses UML
profiles and its notation as the main graphical notation in
the modeling stage. Com'HDM deals conceptual design
through its three sub-design stages. called (a)
conceptual-class design. (b) complex-process flow
design, and (c) conceptual-process design. We present
new UML specific modeling elements (stereotypes).
which are defined according to the general extension
mechanism in UML profile to support complex processes
modeling. Each stereotype reviewed will be elaborated
clearly on its definition and functionality. To illustrate
our modeling example. a case study of SLEX-Web is
provided. The core modeling concepts are discussed and
summarized at the end ofthe paper.

1. Introduction

The processes of designing and developing web
hypermedia applications have raise a number of design
issues and increase the challenges on hypermedia
modeling approaches [5]. Unfortunately, the complexity
of these applications is often deceptive [14], making the
application fails in their functionalities, lack of qualities,
and struggling to meet user requirements [1,15].
According to [4], web hypermedia applications should
support variety form of information structures, high
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quality of user interface, complex application processes,
and navigation access mechanisms. Thus, a number of
modeling concepts have been proposed in current
hypermedia design methods, such as Relationship
Management Methodology [6], Object-oriented
Hypermedia Design Method [7], Website Design Method
[8,9], UML-based Web Engineering [10,11], and Object
oriented Hypermedia [J2] . However, a comparative study
has been taken in [21] that show more design efforts are
required to take place for supporting more complex
structures of web hypermedia applications. We define
complex structures as the following terms -applications
that comprise of nested processes (which contains set of
sub-processes / subtasks); applications with processes
that can be suspended or resumed again (depends on user
demand); and applications that enforce processes to be
synchronized within their predefined activity sequence.

One of our main objectives in this paper is to present
Com +HDM - Comprehensive Hypermedia Design
Method for Complex Processes Modeling. It is a UML
based and uses UML profiles for modeling functional
requirements and three major design processes, namely
conceptual design, navigational design, and user
interface design [1]. Due to the Jimitation space in this
paper, we only focus our discussion on the conceptual
design stage. Our main concern is three folds, (a) to
describe the application domain through class diagram,
(b) to capture flow of complex processes through activity
diagram, and (c) to present complex processes through
the definition of extended UML profiles (stereotypes).
We provide a case study of SLEX-Web - Self-paced
Learning with Exercise on the Web as our running
example to show how our modeling concepts suits into
the complex modeling paradigm.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces a brief description of Com +HDM and its
methodological approach. In Section 3, we briefly
describe requirement analysis to capture functional
requirements of web users and present the result in use



case models . Then we describe in details two design
activities of conceptual design, called conceptual-class
design and complex-process flow design. Our main
contributions of this paper are described in Section 4. We
propose and define a number of UML specific modeling
elements, called stereotypes to capture and model flow of
complex processes in hypermedia applicati ons. A new
model, 'conceptual-process model' (CPM) is proposed
and constructed to present the final result of complex
processes modeling. Finally, we conclude and summarize
our work at the end of the paper.

2. Com+HDM: A Modeling Approach

This paper concentrate on a hypermedia design method
called Com+HDM - Comprehensive Hypermedia Design
Method for Complex Processes Modeling to support
complex web hypermedia application design and
modeling. We put our special focus on the systematic
conceptual design, navigation modeling paradigm, and
user interface interaction. In general, Com+HDM is an
object-oriented approach based on Unified Modeling
Language (UML ) profiles [1 3] and has similarity to
existing UML-based Web Engineering (UWE) [10,11].
Our modeling method is not a totally new one that is
defined from scratch, but we compare and combine well
proved design aspects of existing hypermedia design
methods to improve the resulting combination with some
new ideas. Fig . I shows the Com+HDM methodological
approach.
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Fig. 1: Methodological Approach of Com+HDM

Our method can be divided into four main stages which
are performed in iterative and incremental design process.
The stages are requirement analysis. conceptual design.
navigational design. and user interface design. Each
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stage contributes to the construction of a model. In
general, we use UML standard modeling elements and
UML stereotypes for the applicati ons modelin g. The
stereo types are used to indicate the descript ive and
restrictive properties that the modeling elements have in
comparison to standard UML modeling elements. Some
reviews and discussions about UML stereotypes can be
found in [3]. The following sections describe the uses of
UML standard modeling elements and UML stereotypes
defined in our modeling approach.

3. Conceptual Design of Com+HDM

Most of hypermedia design methods such as WSDM
[8], OO-H [12], and UWE [II] implement user-centered
approach to define clearly who will be the potential users
of the application and how they behave towards the
application processes. The functional requirements of the
application will be easily captured according to the users'
interests and navigation preferences. Results are normally
presented in Use Case Model s [13] and Requirement
Specifi cations conform ing to IEEE 830/1998 standard.
Due to limitation space in this paper, we restrict ourselves
(in our case study ) to a number of functional
requirements only, although many other elements should
be included in the application. Fig. 2 defines some of
activities performed by a student while navigating course
webpage.

Navigation-Page: ' course"

Login forregistered student

Read course information I contents I
notesI download

Submit assignments

Participate inonline quiz

Extension points:
Student status == true
hasCompleted== false

Fig. 2: Use Cases for the "Course" Navigation-Page

Navigation-page use cases diagram [2] has been
implemented in our case study to capture some of
compl ex functional requirements on particular websites in
order to provide a simpler view and give better way for
defining what will be navigated by the users in a
particular webpage. In the course webpage for example , a
registered user can login, read information about course,
submit assignments, and participate in online quiz (which
seems can be defined as complex processes). Some other
results from different classified users can be modeled in a
similar way according to the given examples.



Fig. 3: Conceptual Class Model (CCM) ofSLEX-Web
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as complex processes in the application. The result is
presented by UML activity diagrams (standard modeling
elements), called Complex-process Flow Model (CFM).
1n SLEX-Web case study (see Fig. 3), the focus will be
centered on the class course which aggregated by the
class note, assignment, and quiz. These classes will
provide examples to present the existence of complex
processes and how the design should be conducted.

Fig. 4 presents the main activities involved in Quiz
class. The CFM consist a number of complex processes
(non-atomic processes) which are performed in sequential
and iterate fashions. At the beginning, students must
validate themselves through the login process and this
will require a database lookup for the particular entry .
Once the students have been logged in, they could
proceed to start the quiz session. Students are required to
set the answer one by one and post them to the answer
sheet.

develop

"
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According to [10], conceptual design should be based
on user functional requirements defined in the use cases
models. The aim is to build a domain model with no
consideration of navigation links, user interface, and
interactive aspects. In Com~HDM, conceptual-class
design, which is also known as content modeling, has to
construct a UML class diagram. The main purposes are
two folds; (1) to capture all classes and objects that are
related in the application domain , and (2) to provide a
clear view on the classes ' associations. However, this
design activity is less concerning on specifying complex
processes.

3.1. Conceptual-Class Design

The result of this design activity is presented via
conceptual-class model (CCM) as illustrated in Fig. 3.
Standard modeling elements have been used for
constructing the model such as class name, association,
role name, multiplicity, relationship, etc. For the sake of
simplicity, the CCM for the SLEX-Web hides class's
attributes and operations.

3.2. Complex-processes Flow Design Fig. 4: Complex-process Flow Model (CFM) of class Quiz

Refinement of the complex processes modeling is
conducted in this design activity to provide behavior view
of the web hypermedia application, which is also called
activity / process flow design. The main objectives are
two folds; (1) to define User Activities - which task a
user should perform (in logical and temporal order) to
complete a transaction and achieve the goal, and (2) to
determine both atomic (single process) and non-atomic
(set of predefined processes) operations that are classified

While answering the questions, students are possible to
navigate online notes (as in note's class), out from quiz
session's page. After a while, they can resume again their
quiz session. These processes repeated until all questions
have been answered by viewing the answer sheet. If there
are some amendments of answers, students are capable to
reach the questions and change their answers. Students
will confirm and submit the answers before getting the
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result. Result is displayed and stored in database for
further record. Students may sign out after that.

4. Conceptual-process Design: Our Approach

Com+HDM design approach for modeling complex
processes in web hypermedia applications is based on the
two models constructed in previous sections; namely
Conceptual-class Model (CCM) and Complex-process
Flow Model (CFM). In this design activity, we introduce
and propose a number of new modeling elements, called
stereotypes, improving the way of current hypermedia
design method such as OOHDM [7], OO-H [12], and
UWE [II] to deal with specific complex processes in web
hypermedia applications. According to [18], OOHDM
treats the existence of complex processes (defined as
business processes) by partitioning the conceptual design
space between entities and activities (processes) using
their proposed UML stereotypes called «entity» ,
«activity», «entity node», «activity node», and «activity
node container» to indicate which partition an item
belongs to. On the other hand, OO-H and UWE have
proposed other solutions of dealing complex processes in
web applications [16]. OO-H treats their complex
processes through its class diagram, activity diagrams,
and mapping rules set to transform the conceptual model
into navigational model [25]. UWE however, introduces
some specific classes that are part of a separate process
model with clear interface to the navigational model. Two
UML stereotypes were proposed by UWE, namely
«process class» and «process link».

4.1. A Support for Complex Process Modeling

One of the factors that make web hypermedia
applications as a complex example is the needs for them
to support flow of complex processes for their evolution
[17]. Ongoing research has shown that complex processes
must be considered and relied on each design process.
According to [18], complex processes are inadequately
supported by the means of normal navigations
mechanisms but they should have to integrate some
process flow in order to avoid usability problems and
erroneous results from being generated. Thus, this will
require web designers to consider designing complex
processes from the earlier design stage.

Most of hypermedia design methods have a little
concern on this issue and they are incomplete or
inadequate to answer this new challenge of complex
processes modeling. A comparative study has been made
by [21], that shows most of current hypermedia design
methods are unable to address the modeling functionality
of a complex process. Therefore, in the next section, we
will introduce and describe our propose UML stereotypes
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for designing complex processes In web hypermedia
applications.

4.2. The Conceptual-process Stereotypes

A brief introduction about complex hypermedia
application modeling has been discussed in [I] in order to
capture a wider view of critical complex processes in
conceptual design phase. In the treatment of complex web
hypermedia applications, we conclude and propose
conceptual-process modeling elements (stereotypes) as
regard to contribute on how complex processes should be
systematically modeled in conceptual-process design
step. The modeling elements are defined as UML
stereotypes as shown in Table I:

Table I: The Proposed UML Stereotypes

Stereotype / Graphical
Descriptions

Notat ion

• Will he defined as the similar way as action taken b)

«process class» 6 user to perfo rm an activit)'. This can be done eas ily h)'

Process_Class referri ng to the Wit! ( '( I.\t' defi nition in functional
requ irement ana lysis.

.Instanc~ or ohjcct would he used by users duri ng the
execution of a sequenc e of pre-defined processes.

e Inher ited by two sub-cl asses. called atomic class and
non -atomic class.

-In an)' cases. proc:e.\'.\' class would become the root of
non-atomic class now of processes.

0
_Inherit the definition of process class. Determined b)

«atomic class» the name of act ion take n by user to perform an

Atom ic_Class activity as being defined in use cu.n' dc Jinition.
• Can be performed and executed independently as a

sin lie operation I process.

0
_ Inher it the de finition of process class , Determined b)

«non-atomic dass» the name o f actio n taken by user to perfonn an

NonAtomic_Oass acti vity as being defined in uw case definition .
-In co ntrast to atomic class. the exec ution of non-

atomic or pre-defined processes must he perfo rmed in
seque ntial order (they might have de pendencies from
each other ],

- Non-atomic class "i ll pass info rmation from one
clas s to another clas s.

[liI]
o Models the existenc e of database in appl ication

«data base dass» dom ain.

Database_Class • To provide- a logical view of database operations
between process cluss (atomic class and non-atomic
d",n) and database cluss ,

_ Database class must owned by at least one procf.'i.\'

class.

0
• Group and partition process cluss and all of its rela ted

«process container» modeling clements in order to indicate their

Process_Container relationship or depend encies.
- Determine which part ition an instance of processes

belon es 10.

~
- Assoc iation between two separate d classes:

" Process_Unk» con cept nul clan to process class and vice versa.
(Stealth Arrow)

o Also known as ex ternal link that connects those

classes.

-----~
• Associat ion between operations taken by users in the

«Action_Link» same process class (process cluss to pron 'ss elms).
(Dashed-Stealth Arrow) • To force dependencies of proce sses and infonn ation

now in particular process clu ss.

... ~
• Assoc iation between nlnn'ptuLiI class or proCt.',\',\'

«Database_Unk» class to database class.
(Bold Arrow) o Renresent the in formation and data operations such as



query. lookup. entry. etc that involved with database
application.

Table I shows the list of conceptual-process UML
stereotypes used in our proposed design method. During
conceptual-process design, these stereotypes are needed
to cooperate with each other in order to construct the final
model of conceptual design phase, called Conceptual
process Model (CPM). This effort differs from other
existing hypermedia design methods in a way to construct
separate and yet detail class features which has been
included in most hypermedia application domain.

In our SLEX-Web case study, we have considered
Conceptual Class Model (CCM) and Complex-process
Flow Model (CFM) in order to design the CPM. In this
model, we include conceptual classes from CCM and
flow of user activities from CFM to generate and
implement our new stereotypes as proposed in Table I.
The CPM of our case study is shown in Fig. 5.

group and partition in a container called Quiz_Container.
However, if students are required to refer some notes
while answering a question, they are possible to navigate
out of the quiz session through a stereotype process link
to reach conceptual class note. After a while, students can
resume again their quiz session without login again.
These processes proceed until students complete to
answer all questions and view them through answer
sheet. Once confirmed with all answers, students submit
their final answers before get the result. All results are
stored in Student_Quiz database.

5. Conclusions

We have presented a UML-based approach of complex
web hypermedia modeling, called Com+HDM. Our main
objective is to demonstrate a clear and systematic
modeling concept of conceptual design in complex
hypermedia applications. The use of UML notation has
the advantage of using a well known standard and the
compatibleness by many CASE tools [22]. Besides, UML
also provides great facilities to present models
constructed as design results based on its own systematic
model-driven approach. Our focus is to concentrate on
UML stereotypes as the main modeling elements in the
conceptual modeling. We separate our work into three
steps, called conceptual class design, complex processes
flow design, and conceptual process design. Each design
step produces a model to present the conceptual domain
of the application, namely conceptual class model
(CCM), complex-process flow model (CFM), and
conceptual process model (CPM), respectively.
According to [18] and [21], most of hypermedia design
methods are inadequately to support modeling complex
processes and we have discussed this in Section 4.
Therefore as part of this work, we introduce a number of
new modeling elements (stereotypes) to model a flow of
complex processes in hypermedia application. Each UML
stereotype has their own definition and reacts as a
separate modeling class to represent the classification of
complex process. These stereotypes can be summarized
as a conceptual process pattern as shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5: Conceptual Process Model (CPM)
ofSLEX-Web Application

As we refer to Fig. 5, each student must hold a login ID
and validate it before start a quiz session. Once validated
through StudentJD database, student can b~gi~ t~eir ~uiz
session at their own pace. The quiz session IS divided m~o

a number of pre-defined processes (non-atomic
processes) which defined via non-atomic classes. In the~e

non-atomic classes, some of them might be performed III

sequence or iterate fashions. All of these classes are

«process link» J ((conceptual class ), L .database link»
Conceptual Class r

( process container » o «process link»
Process Container

,.-- «process class» [:, I -database link» J «database class» I.
!.._- Process Class I -I Database Class

'--- «actionlink-
~

I«non-atomic class" (!) I«atomic class'> 0 I
Non-Atomic Class Atomic Class
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Fig. 6: The definition (pattern) of UML stereotypes for
Conceptual-Process Design in Com+HDM

To conclude, we summarize and propose a conceptual
process pattern for complex hypermedia design in
Com+HDM as shown in Fig 6. This conceptual process
pattern can be referred as the core modeling elements
used in the conceptual-process design step.
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Abstract

The focus of this study is to describe the
development ofa method identifying landmarks on an
isosurface visualized from CT generated craniof acial
data in a 3D environment. The work is achieved by
using graphical subprogram library , Visualization
Toolkit. This development of this study facilitates
current craniofacial surgeries. A 3D-based automatic
landmark detection method is proposed at the end.

1. Introduction

Craniofacial surgeons rely on landmarks on
synthetic skull model to analyze and plan their
operations conventionally. Landmarks are obtained
through direct measurement on 20 images from X-ray,
or ultra sound images in many occasions. The
identification is a tedious and time consuming task
which often depends on ones' previous experiences
and understanding with certain level of arbitrary. As
computer-assisted surgery is becoming more and more
popular because of safety, accuracy and less side effect
and damage [I], by taking the advantage of current
widely used computed tomography (CT) and Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI) technologies, and using
proper techniques and tools to identify landmarks
directly on digitized craniofacial data, this fills the gap.
Craniofacial visualization as a prerequisite is a process
of creating interactive visual 3D representation of
human skull. It tremendously facilitates the process.
Landmarks are placed in a visualized environment.
Here in this study, landmarks are defined as salient
points which denote distinctive feature on hard tissue
of human head and have strong anatomical relationship
among them. Registration of a deformed skull to a
standard model can be conducted by various ways [2].
Landmark based registration (LBR) is a common and
noninvasive practice in this domain.
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The aim of this study is to describe the development
of an efficient and convenient method for identifying
craniofacial landmarks on CT generated data using
Visualization Tool Kit (VTK) by Kitware, Inc.

2. Related works

Craniofacial Landmark identification research is
intensively conducted by experts from both computer
science and medical science fields. Our researchers
have previously conducted landmark placement
analysis based on anatomical regions. The approach
uses 3D CAD files for visualization and landmark
placements [3]. This approach is limited by CAD
environment and lack of flexibility of further
development. Grau et al [4] proposed a method on
landmark identification on 20 X-ray images. This 20
implementation is consisted of two phases which are
line detection model and point detection model. Line
detection uses zero crossings detection of the Gaussian
Laplacian (figure I) and for point detection, it uses
mathematical morphology techniques. This method
provides a very convincing landmark detection
approaching, but it suffers from high computation cost.

Figure I. Grau's line detection

A Complicated neural network approach uses
machine learning is given by Feghi [5]. It concerns on
pattern, which requires a predefined contour map.
Such approach requires high quality of images and
hardly to implement where there is a need for
additional landmarks.
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and volume rendering. Iso-surface construction is
using Marching Cubes. The visualization pipeline is
illustrated in figure 4.
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3.1. Data Acquisition

Our study is carried in 3D environment. It includes
five related phases, which are data acquisition,
visualization, data preprocessing, reference model
construction and application of landmark placement

Figure 2. Basic flow of the design

3. Landmark identification

The sample data sets used in this research are
captured with a GE Lightspeed Plus CT Scanner
System at the Department of Radiology, Hospital
Universiti Sains Malaysia. The scans are conducted in
axial manner. There are often 160 to 210 slices for a
human head. The data produced by CT scanner are
sent to GE Advantage workstation .

Figure 3. Data acquisition

RenderWindowlnteractor
suppliesa simple supportfor

the interactJon

Figure 4. Visualization pipeline

3.3. Data preprocessing

The actual DICOM data is fairly huge, which is
inefficient for data loading and manipulation. Data
preprocess reduces the data size by extracting the is~

surface of interest and sub sampling. The result IS

desirably small, yet aliasing.
We apply Gaussian Smooth to eliminate jaggies.

The final data is saved in .vtk native data format.

A GE Advantage workstation is a CT data analysis
and repository system which is based on Sun's Solaris
operation system. The CT data are saved in DICOM
(Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine)
format.

3.2. Visualization

There are many visualization tools available .
Visualization Took Kit (VTK) from Kitware is
powerful. open source subprogram library which is
built in C++. Besides C++. it offers many wrapping
programming languages such as JAVA, Python and
Tcl/tk [6] .

From data visualization perspective, there are
generally two methods which are iso-surface rendering

3.4. Reference model construction

Model construction refers the process that builds
some kind of perfect "average" human skull. There are
two methods of dealing this issue. One idea is to apply
cephalometric along with some computer graphics
tools to get the reference model. Another approach is
based on a database of human skull images. The
collaboration with Hospital Universiti Sains Malaysia
(HUSM) provides us relevantly enough data set to
form reference model construction.

Due to the nature of the scan, not all skulls are in
the same orientation. Osteometric Scaling is applied
to construct a 3D Cartesian coordinate system to fit
sample data. Coordinate system integration is done
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by our researchers by fitting the digitized
craniofacial data into a standard position named
Frankford Horizontal Plan (figure 5) [7, 8].

,:,: ' ..~ :: ,

Figure 5. The coordinate system of Frankfort
Horizontal Plane

3.5. Landmark placement

A test application is created using TcI/tk with
functions of "create a landmark", "delete a landmark",
"save landmark set", "load craniofacial data set" and
etc.

Here briefly describes how to create a new
landmark:

• A point is created under mouse point with
the coordinate (px, py, pz).

• From 2D view, set px and py with current
mouse location .

• Check whether a data cell is selected under
current location on 2D screen. (On surface?)

• If no, quit. Else update the point
coordinates to 3D coordinate values in the
visual 3D environment.

• Add the point to landmark set list and
process the pipeline to render actor (a small
sphere) on the skull surface.

Another function is called in order to delete a
landmark. This is done by pointing out the point from
the landmark set list, and removes the corresponding
small sphere actor.

These landmarks set are then saved into a .vtk
format, as saved-landmark cloud. The next time when
user wishes to view the skull with landmark
placements, users can just load the landmarks based on
the saved-landmark cloud earlier.

Hereby landmark clouds placed on a reference
model is called landmark model. Landmark model can
be placed as reference to surgeons, when a sample
skull is loaded in the application with integrated
coordinate system. Landmark model might not exactly
suit the subject's head. A manual adjustment is
required necessarily.
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4. The Landmarks Reference Model

Based on Feghi's paper [5], this study chooses a set
of landmarks for the purpose of the reference model.
These landmarks are selected and organized into a
table based on the landmark clouds saved with our
application, with the respective x-y-z coordinates.

Shown in Figure 6 is the snapshot of the landmark
coordinates table with three subjects from the database.
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Figure 6. Snapshot of landmark coordinates table

In Figure 7 below shows a statistic analysis on the
landmarks' coordinates integrated with the patient's
landmarks. This snapshot is a portion of the full
number of patients.

0..
P~TlENT PATIENT PATIENT PATIENT PAnENT PATIENT PITIENT PAneIT PAneIT plnaIT

1 3 5 6 8 10 11 13

Figure 7. Statistic analysis on subjects'
landmarks

5. Example and Analysis

For the research trial, several sets of DICOM data
are loaded to our application.

Figure 8 shows the visualization result of the
digitized skull dataset , before the identification of



landmarks is performed. The results are then shown in
Figure 9 where landmarks are plotted based on a
certain table model (shown in greens). Note that in this
example , the Gaussian smooth technique was not
applied .

Figure 8. Visualization of digitized skull

Figure 9. Landmark placement on subject's skull

Now, looking at another different sample dataset,
Gaussian smooth technique is applied. Figure 10
shows the visualization result of the dataset before the
identification of landmarks was performed. The results
are then shown in Figure 1I.
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Figure 10. Result Screenshots from front and side
view (before plotting landmarks)

Figure II. Result Screenshots from front and side
view (after plotting landmarks)

From the same skull dataset, we can conclude that
the landmarks identification can be seen clearly in
Figure 7 and Figure 9. Since we wanted the results of
smooth and rough surfaces, the differences in these
two results can easily be compared . Although these
both are derived from the same patient's dataset, the
differences of result are apparently obvious.

6. Future works

In this study, we look into how craniofacial
visualization and landmark identification is achieved
by using Visualization Toolkit (VTK) and wrapper
language Tcl/tk. Also we manage to create program to
identify and manipulate landmarks on the hard tissue



of the digitized craniofacial data. The result is as
expected.

In future, the landmark identification can be
conducted in an automatic way. We have looked at the
surface construction techniques, such as Jules
Bloomenthal's polygonization of implicit surface [9] ,
By studying the surface forming algorithm, we try to
extract the feature lines on the iso-surface of
craniofacial data. Then landmark can be identified
easily alone the feature lines.
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